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                    Introduction of UN Chinese School 
 

 
 

School profile 

 

UN Chinese School is located in the beautiful coastal city — Dalian, China. Founded in 2007, the school is 

a professional Chinese language training school for overseas students from all over the world, teaching 

them Chinese and Chinese culture. 

As of today, more than 6,000 international students from more than 50 countries have studied Chinese at UN. 

They are from South Korea, Japan, Thailand, the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia, 

Russia, Mongolia, Ukraine, Poland, kazakhstan, Zambia, Indonesia, Pakistan and so on. 

 

There are many universities around UN Chinese School, such as Dalian University of Technology, Dongbei 

University of Finance and Economics, Dalian Maritime University, Liaoning Normal University, etc. Many 

foreign students will come to UN to learn HSK courses after studying in their own universities. Because the 

passing rate of our HSK courses can reach more than 95%. 
 

In 2016, with the goal of "100% conquering Chinese", UN Chinese school opened a full-time course -- 

special course, which can maximize the results. 
 

Characteristics of special course: full-time, targeted courses. Through 1:1 professional tutoring, HSK class, 

native Chinese conversation and other forms, improve the Chinese level quickly and interestingly. 
 
 

UN Chinese school takes "students first" as its teaching and service philosophy. The faculty can 

communicate with students in multiple languages, the teachers have rich teaching experience, and the team 

is working together to build the school into a Chinese language training school that can provide first-class 

educational services. 
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COURSE Ⅰ 
 

 

The UN special courses 

UN special courses and Pass way courses: 

The special course of UN Chinese School is especially suitable for students who want to improve their Chinese 

to professional level in a short time. 

◆ Partner universities: Dongbei University of Finance and Economics, Dalian university of Foreign Languages; 

◆ Students who sign up for the UN special course for more than 16 weeks are guaranteed to pass HSK4 and 

can be transferred to the second grade of the partner university without examination. 

◆ Students who sign up for the special course for more than 32 weeks will be guaranteed to pass HSK5 and 

can be transferred to the third grade of the partner university without examination.   (But students must meet 

the attendance and homework completion rates of more than 90%.) 

UN special course introduction 
 

Application 

 

School starts in March and September (you can switch classes at any time) 

Cost, 9,900 yuan /4 weeks      19,600 yuan /8 weeks     28,500 yuan /12 weeks   

(* including tuition and 

accommodation)  

37,600 yuan /16 weeks  46,000 yuan /20 weeks    54,000 yuan /24 weeks   

Include: tuition, accommodation (double room) 

* An increase of $500 per week for single rooms. 
* Please make sure that the dormitory is available before applying. 
 

Student visa 

  

800 yuan 

Registration fee 600 yuan 

Security and pick-up 

service 

  
 

300 yuan (optional) 

 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no special 

circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* Fees vary according to the course of study. 

Application period You can apply at any time. (submissions must be submitted two weeks before the course 

begins) 

Course content 
[Total daily class hours: (4 periods for comprehensive class) + (2 periods for 1:1 tutoring + 2 periods for HSK class)  

or (4 periods for 1:1 local conversation) =8 periods 
 

1. Study content 

Comprehensive class (speaking + reading + listening + writing + grammar)  

HSK class: learn HSK words and HSK grammar, solve problems, etc 

1： 1 class: VIP 1 to 1 targeted learning Chinese 

1:1 native Chinese conversation class: VIP 1 to 1 oral Chinese intensive practice, and achieve 100% free 

conversation with local people.(Outside class: shopping with your teacher, learn how to use transportation, walk 

around the school, etc. And the Chinese you learn in class can be immediately put into use in your daily life, 

achieving 100% free conversation.)
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2. Weekly schedule of UN special course (1 class hour =45 minutes, lesson unit: 90 minutes) 
 

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

2 09:50 -10:35 

 

Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

3 10:45-11:30 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 

4 11:35-12:20 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 

 12:20-14:00 Lunch + break 

5 14:00-14:45 HSK class HSK class HSK class HSK class 1:1 local 

conversation  
6 14:50-15:35 HSK class HSK class HSK class HSK class 1:1 local 

conversation  

7 15:45-16:30 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 1:1 local 
conversation  

8 16:35-17:20 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 1:1 local 
conversation  

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time.  

UN School reserves the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by UN school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes. 

 

3. Weekly price list for Special courses 

weeks The price 

-- -- 

2 weeks 
 

6540 

3 weeks 
 

8310 

4 weeks 9900 
5 weeks 

 

12375 

6 weeks 
 

14850 

7 weeks 
 

17325 

8 weeks 19600(9800 pre 4 weeks) 
9 weeks 

 

22050 

Ten weeks 
 

24500 

11 weeks 
 

26950 

12 weeks 28500(9500 pre 4 weeks) 

weeks The price 

13 weeks 
 

30875 

14 weeks 
 

33250 

15 weeks 
 

35625 

16 weeks 37600 (9400 pre 4 weeks) 
17 weeks 

 

39950 

18 weeks 
 

42300 

19 weeks 
 

44650 

20 weeks 46000(9200 pre 4 weeks) 
21 weeks 

 

48300 

22 weeks 
 

50600 

23 weeks 
 

52900 

24 weeks 54000(9000 pre 4 weeks) 
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        COURSE Ⅱ 
 

 

Semi-Special course 

Semi-special courses: 

Some students think there are too many classes in special courses, so we design the Semi special course. 

This course consists of comprehensive class, HSK class, 1:1 native conversation class (4 periods per week). 

The price is reasonable and you can study at least 6 periods a day. 
 

In troduct ion of  the Semi  Spec ia l  course  
 

Application 

 

School starts in March and September (you can switch classes at any time) 

Cost, 7,600 yuan /4 weeks         15,000 yuan /8 weeks         21,900 yuan /12 weeks 

  (* including tuition and 

accommodation)  

28,800 yuan /16 weeks      35,500 yuan /20 weeks       41,400 yuan /24 weeks 
  Include: tuition, accommodation (double room) 

* An increase of $500 per week for single rooms. 

* Please make sure that the dormitory is available before applying. 
 

Student visa 

  

800 yuan 

Registration fee, 600 yuan 

Security and pick-up 

service 

  
 

 

$300 (optional) 

 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no special 

circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* Fees vary according to the course of study. 

Application period You can apply at any time (submissions must be submitted two weeks before the course 

  

Course content 

[Total daily class hours: morning (4 periods for comprehensive class) + Monday to Thursday afternoon (2 

periods for HSK class) + Friday afternoon (4 periods for 1:1 local conversation) 

= minimum 6 periods] 

 

1. Study content 

Comprehensive class (speaking + reading + listening + writing + grammar) 

HSK class: learn HSK words and HSK grammar, solve problems, etc 

1:1 native Chinese conversation class: VIP 1 to 1 oral English intensive practice, and achieve 100% free 

conversation with local people. .(Outside class: shopping with your teacher, learn how to use transportation, walk 

around the school, etc. And the Chinese you learn in class can be immediately put into use in your daily life, 

achieving 100% free conversation.) 
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2. UN Semi special course weekly schedule (1 class hour = 45 minutes) 

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

2 09:50-10:35 Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

3 10:45-11:30 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 
4 11:35-12:20 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 

  Lunch + break 

5 14:00-14:45 HSK class HSK class HSK class HSK class 1:1 local conversation  

6 14:50-15:35 HSK class HSK class HSK class HSK class 1:1 local conversation  

7 15:45-16:30  1:1 local conversation  

8 16:35-17:20 1:1 local conversation  

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time. UN school reserves 

 the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by your school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes. 

3. Semi-Special weekly price list 

cycle The price 

-- -- 

2 weeks 
 

5340 

3 weeks 
 

6510 

4 weeks 7600 
5 weeks 

 

9500 

6 weeks 
 

11400 

7 weeks 
 

13300 

8 weeks 15,000 (7500 pre 4 weeks) 
9 weeks 

 

16875 

Ten weeks 
 

18750 

11 weeks 
 

20625 

12 weeks 21900 (7300 pre 4 weeks) 

cycle The price 

13 weeks 
 

23725 

14 weeks 
 

25550 

15 weeks 
 

27375 

16 weeks 28800 (7200 pre 4 weeks) 
17 weeks 

 

30600 

18 weeks 
 

32400 

19 weeks 
 

34200 

20 weeks 35,500 (7100 pre 4 weeks) 
21 weeks 

 

37275 

22 weeks 
 

39050 

23 weeks 
 

40825 

24 weeks 41400(6900 pre 4 weeks) 
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       COURSE Ⅲ 
 

UN Super VIP course 

UN Super VIP course: 

Super VIP course is a targeted all-day one-to-one course, can make students get the best effect in the 

shortest time. Super VIP courses can provide students with the best environment and services such as 

single apartments and airport pickup. 
 

I n t r odu c t i on  o f  S up e r  V I P  c ou r s e  
 

Application 

 

School starts in March and September (you can switch classes at any time) 

Cost, 15,600 yuan /4 weeks       30,000 yuan /8 weeks      43,900 yuan /12 weeks 

  (* including tuition 

and accommodation)  

57,800 yuan /16 weeks     71,500 yuan /20 weeks     84,400 yuan /24 weeks 
  
The fees include: tuition, single room accommodation, round trip to airport, initial 
living and emergency services, free water, electricity, WIFI and TV, and cleaning 
before check-in. 

 
Student visa 

  

800 yuan 

Registration fee, 600 yuan 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* fees vary according to the course of study. 

Application period You can apply at any time (submissions must be submitted two weeks before the course 

begins) 

 
Course content 
1. Study content 

VIP 1 to 1 course: 1 to 1 targeted coaching Chinese.  

1:1 local conversation class: VIP 1 to 1 oral English intensive practice, and achieve 100% free conversation  

with local. (Outside class: shopping with your teacher, learn how to use transportation, walk around the school, etc. 

And the Chinese you learn in class can be immediately put into use in your daily life, achieving 100% free 

conversation.) 
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2. Weekly schedule of UN Super VIP course (1 class hour =45 minutes, lesson unit: 90 minutes) 

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time. 

 UN school reserves the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by your school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes.

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 VIP 1:1 

2 09:50-10:35 VIP 1:1 

3 10:45-11:30 VIP 1:1 

4 11:35-12:20 VIP 1:1 

  Lunch + break 

5 14:00-14:45 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 1:1 local conversation 

6 14:50-15:35    VIP 1:1    VIP 1:1    VIP 1:1    VIP 1:1 1:1 local conversation 

7 15:45-16:30   

  

  

  

1:1 local conversation 

8 16:35-17:20 1:1 local conversation 
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Weekly Super VIP course price list  
 

 

cycle The price 

13 weeks 47475 

14 weeks 51050 

15 weeks 54625 

16 weeks 57800 

17 weeks 61350 

18 weeks 64900 

19 weeks 68450 

20 weeks 71500 

21 weeks 75025 

22 weeks 78550 

23 weeks 82075 

24 weeks 84400 
 

cycle The price 

-- -- 

2 weeks 10800 

3 weeks 13200 

4 weeks 15600 

5 weeks 19250 

6 weeks 22900 

7 weeks 26550 

8 weeks 30000 

9 weeks 33625 

Ten weeks 37250 

11 weeks 40875 

12 weeks 43900 
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        COURSE Ⅳ 
 

 

UN Morning class 

UN Morning class: 

This course consis ts of  a morning comprehensive c lass ,  wi th 4 per iods per day . 
 

An introduction to your Morning class 
 

Application qualification School starts in March and September (you can switch classes at any time) 

Cost, 5400 yuan/ 4 weeks         10600 yuan / 8 weeks     15300 yuan / 12 weeks 

  (* including tuition and 
accommodation)  

20000 yuan / 16 weeks     24500 yuan / 20 weeks    28200yuan / 24 weeks 
  Fees include: tuition, accommodation (double room), student management service 

* an increase of $500 per week for single rooms. 

* please make sure that the dormitory is available before applying. 
 

Student visa application 

 

800 yuan 

Registration fee, 600 yuan 

Security and pick-up 

service 

   
 

$300 (optional) 

 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* fees vary according to the course of study. 

Application period You can apply at any time (submissions must be submitted two weeks before the 

course begins) 

 

Course content 

[Total daily class hour: 4 periods for comprehensive class] 

 

1. Study content 

Comprehensive class (speaking + reading + listening + writing + grammar) 

2. Weekly UN Morning class schedule (1 class hour =45 minutes, lesson unit: 90 minutes) 

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

2 09:50-10:35 Oral, listening - based comprehensive courses 

3 10:45-11:30 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 

4 11:35-12:20 Grammar, reading, writing - based comprehensive courses 

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time.  

UN reserves the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by your school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes.  
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3. Weekly premium price list for your Morning class program 

cycle The price 

-- -- 

2 weeks 
 

4200 

3 weeks 
 

4800 

4 weeks 5400 
5 weeks 

 

6750 

6 weeks 
 

8100 

7 weeks 
 

9450 

8 weeks 10600 (5300 pre 4 weeks) 
9 weeks 

 

11925 

Ten weeks 
 

13250 

11 weeks 
 

14575 

12 weeks 15300(5100 pre 4 weeks) 

cycle The price 

13 weeks 
 

16575 

14 weeks 
 

17850 

15 weeks 
 

19125 

16 weeks 20000 (5000 pre 4 weeks) 
17 weeks 

 

21250 

18 weeks 
 

22500 

19 weeks 
 

23750 

20 weeks 24500(4900 pre 4 weeks) 
21 weeks 

 

25725 

22 weeks 
 

26950 

23 weeks 
 

28175 

24 weeks 28200(4700 pre 4 weeks) 
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       COURSE Ⅴ 
 

UN family training  
 

 

 

Study Chinese with your family! 

UN has opened family-owned Chinese language training courses in China! 

 

Dalian is one of the few romantic cities in China, with its natural scenery and fashionable 

atmosphere. When parents and children come to Dalian to study together, they can not 

only learn Chinese, but also leave an exclusive memory belonging to the family. 

UN runs family-specific Chinese language training courses for family students. 

As a livable city in Dalian, UN school not only provides students with clean and tidy 

apartment dormitories, but also teachers here can speak Korean, Japanese, English and 

other languages, providing the best service for family members in Dalian. 

 

PLAN ONE: children 1 on 1 class+ parents visit the class 

PLAN TWO: family VIP1 on N +  Live with parents  + have class together 

 
Family study PLAN ONE (children VIP 1:1) introduction 

 

· age appropriate Elementary school, middle school, high school 

Application time You can apply at any time 

·Project application Children VIP exclusive live + 1 + 1 대 parents to visit the class 

Cost, 

(including tuition and 

accommodation) 

10800 yuan /2 weeks   13200 yuan /3 weeks     15600 yuan /4 weeks  

19250 yuan /5 weeks   22,900 yuan /6 weeks    26,550 yuan /7 weeks 

 30,000yuan /8 weeks 

The fees include: tuition, single room accommodation, round trip to airport, initial 

living and emergency services, free water, electricity, WIFI and TV, and cleaning 

before check-in. 

* including transportation and lunch for the family trip during the first week of school. 

                

 

 

Student visa 

li i  f  

$800 (for students applying for student visa only) 

Registration fee, 600 yuan 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

 * fees vary according to the course of study. 
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* Once a week, school teachers introduce each place in Dalian. 

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time.  

UN school reserves the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by your school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes.  

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

  Family trip 
(9) - 17:00 

VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

2 09:50-10:35 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

3 10:45-11:30 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

4 11:35-12:20 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

  Lunch + break Lunch + break Lunch + break Lunch + break 

5 14:00-14:45 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

6 14:50-15:35 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

7 15:45-16:30     

8 16:35-17:20     

PLAN ONE (children VIP 1:1) schedule 

Family study PLAN ONE (children VIP 1:1)  

[Total daily class hour: 1 on 1 course, 4 periods] 

1 on 1 class: VIP 1 on 1 (oral, listening, grammar, HSK, etc) 
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Introduction to family study PLAN TWO (family 1: N) 
 

· age appropriate Elementary school, middle school, high school 

· application time You can apply at any time 

· project application 2 or more family members attend the class together (parents can also attend and 

visit the class) 

Cost, 

(including tuition and 

accommodation) 

13,520 yuan /2 weeks      16,880 yuan /3 weeks     20,240 yuan /4 weeks  

24,850 yuan /5 week       29,460 yuan /6 weeks      34,070 yuan /7 weeks 

38,480 yuan /8 weeks  

The fees include: tuition, single room accommodation, round trip to airport, 

initial living and emergency services, free water, electricity, WIFI and TV, and 

cleaning before check-in. 

* including transportation and lunch for the family trip during the first week of 

school. 

               

  

 

· student visa 

li i  f  

$800 (for students applying for student visa only) 

Registration fee,   600 yuan  

The deposit, 1000 yuan(including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* fees vary according to the course of study. 
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* Once a week, school teachers introduce each place in Dalian. 

* Courses, content and schedule are subject to change depending on the school and other students' time. 

 UN reserves the right to interpret. 

* Special events organized by your school (BBQ in summer, Christmas party in winter, theme trips) may replace classes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

class time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 09:00-09:45 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

Family trip 
(9:00- 17:00 

VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

2 09:50-10:35 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

3 10:45-11:30 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

4 11:35-12:20 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

  Lunch + break Lunch + break Lunch + break Lunch + break 

5 14:00-14:45 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

6 14:50-15:35 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 VIP 1:1 

7 15:45-16:30     

8 16:35-17:20     

Family training PLAN TWO  

Family study PLAN TWO (family 1: N) course contents 

[Total daily class hour: 1: N course 4 periods] 

1 on 1 class: VIP 1 on 1 (oral, listening, grammar, HSK, etc) 
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Family trip - Dalian sightseeing spot 
 

(Xinghai square)  (Xinghai park) 

  
 (Zhongshan square)  (People's square) 

  

(Dalian holy sea world) (Laohutan Ocean Park) 

 
 

 (Museum of nature) (Dalian modern museum) 
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(Zoo) (DongFang ShuiCheng) 

  
 (Russian amorous feelings street) (fisherman's wharf) 

  

(Wanda plaza) Pavilion mall (best way)  

  
 (Central avenue) (Heng long plaza) 
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street (bad) (civic island) 

  
(Into hot spring villa garden)  (Golf) 

  
Russian prison (day) (BaiYu Moutain) 

  
(Museum) Museum (snake) 
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Alternative Courses 

Course content and price 
 

Application qualification School starts in March and September (you can switch classes at any time) 

Student visa application fees $800 (for students applying for student visa only) 

Registration fee, 600 yuan 

 Security and pick-up service 

(including single pickup) 

$300 (optional) 

Security and airport pick-up service fee is a one-stop service to help students 

adapt to the life of studying abroad in Dalian in a faster, more comfortable and 

safer way. It includes accommodation registration, introduction of the surrounding 

environment of the school and dormitory, introduction of dormitory, opening of 

phone card, opening of bank card, other emergency assistance, all the services 

related to living and studying in China. 

Accommodation, double room : 

110yuan pre day;  

1 week : 110 yuan* 7 days = 770 yuan;       

4 weeks: 110 yuan* 7days * 4weeks = 3080yuan  

 

single room : 

180yuan pre day; 

1 week: 180yuan * 7 days = 1260yuan;      

4 week:  180yuan * 7days * 4weeks = 5040 yuan 

The deposit, 1000 yuan (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

* fees vary according to the course of study. 

Application period You can apply at any time (submissions must be submitted two weeks before the 

course begins) 

 

 

PART T IME course  (1  period =45 minutes ,  one  c lass :  90  minutes )  
 

 

1:1 courses 1  period The price 

Oral 45 minutes  75 / class 

The test 

(HSK, TSC, BCT, HSKK, 

Tour guide, business Chinese, etc.) 
             45  minutes  90 / class 
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The school environment 
 

Front desk and rest area 
 

  

Office office 

  
1:1 classroom  
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Big classroom  
 

   
 

   
 

  
HSK textbook independently developed by UN  
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Dormitory 
environment

 
 

The UN's dormitory Senior apartment 

From the UN school 500m across from the school, three minutes' walk 

 

 Fee  
    110 yuan/day/person (double room) 

180 yuan/day/person (single room) 

Free use of water, electricity, WIFI and TV 

Deposit 1000 yuan  (including dormitory deposit and books. When checking out, if there are no 

special circumstances, after deduct the cost of books, other fees will be returned.  ) 

 * fees vary according to the course of study. 

Facilities TV, wif, air conditioner, refrigerator, shower room, washing machine, wardrobe, kitchen, induction 
cooker, microwave oven, electric kettle 

(special POTS, food materials, spices, tableware and cleaning tools for 

induction cooker need to be purchased separately) 

* check-in starts at 14:00 PM on arrival day  

Please confirm the room items before checking in. If there is any damage, please pay according to the price. 

School front door                     Dormitory opposite the school  

                   
 

Dormitory hall                           dormitory appearance 
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The dormitory 

        
TV+WIFI wardrobe + air conditioning  

      
         Washing machine toilet 

        
Kitchen (induction cooker + electric kettle) microwave oven + refrigerator 
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The dormitory 
  

          
TV wardrobe + air conditioner  

         
Washing machine toilet 

              
Kitchen (induction cooker + electric kettle) induction cooker + refrigerator 
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The surrounding environment 

 

Starbucks distance: 4 minutes walk  
 

    

 

Nori lunch distance: 5 minutes walk  

    

 

Supermarket distance: 15 minutes walk 

        

The 
UN 

wal-
t 

The 
UN 

Laver 
b di
 

starbuc
 

The 
UN 
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Gym distance: 2 minutes walk  

   

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 general hospital distance:                                   Wanda square distance:   

take a taxi, a bus 20 minutes                              10 minutes by bus (3) 
 

                     

 
Xinghai square:  

15 minutes by taxi, 25 minutes by bus 

                  

gym 

dormitory 

UN 
 

Gym price: 

1 months: 300yuan 
2 months: 500 yuan  
3 months: 600 yuan 
4 months: 700 yuan 
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UN school refund rules 
 

 

 

Refund regulations are introduced 
 

 

 

[rules for refund before going abroad] 
- Registration fee and handling fee, dormitory deposit, university admission permit, non-refundable after application. 

- Visa fee and local airport pick-up fee, part of the unused amount before cancellation can be refunded. 

 

 

[Regulations on overseas refund fees] 
- The amount of overseas refund is calculated in 4 weeks. 

 

- Applicants under 4 weeks: no refund after going abroad. 

- Applicants over 5 weeks: non-refundable under 4 weeks / 50% refundable for the remaining time. 
 

< Example > applies for 12 week students 
 

Refund within the first 4 weeks 

Apply for refund within 5-8 weeks 

         You can refund 50% of the remaining 8 weeks  

You can refund 50% of the remaining 4 weeks 

Apply for refund after 9 weeks - no refund 

 

 

 

 

- Students who have been expelled for violating Chinese laws and university regulations cannot be refunded. 

- If due to personal reasons (travel, illness) to return back or unable to attend classes, the courses during this 

period cannot be postponed or refunded. 

 

 

 

Signature of student or parent: 
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        Student regulations for UN school 
 

 

 
Student requirements: 

 
 

 

1. Listen carefully in class and finish the homework assigned by the teacher on time. If the class is extremely inattentive and 

 affects other students, warning once. 

2. Attend class on time. In case of illness or other unexpected circumstances, explain the reason to the management teacher at 

least one hour in advance and ask for leave (except force majeure).(absence without leave 30 minutes after the course starts is 

regarded as absence) 

3. You need to explain to the management teacher in advance. If you don't explain in advance, you should get a warning. The 

college is not responsible for any legal liability in the event of an accident, such as an outing, a night out or a trip. 

4. For the safety of the dormitory, remember to turn off water and electricity every time you leave the dormitory. If there is any 

damage to the dormitory due to personal reasons, the students shall compensate for the corresponding losses. If the spare articles 

arranged in the dormitory are damaged, the corresponding amount shall be compensated by the student. 

5. If you need to change the dormitory bed, you can apply to the management teacher in advance. 

6. The dormitory lobby card should be properly kept. In case of loss, a compensation of 50 RMB should be paid. If lost or 

forgotten in the dormitory, need to unlock, unlock the cost of 300 yuan to be borne by the students. 

7. School working hours are from 8:30 to 17:30 from Monday to Friday, and from 10:00 to 16:00 on weekends. You can come to school 

for self-study during working hours. 

8. Students are not allowed to fall in love with teachers and students while studying in school. If such situation is found, those who 

cannot end the relationship after one or two warnings will be expelled back. 

9. Students shall not use ambiguous, violent, yellow, threatening, harassing and other immoral words and behaviors in class. Once 

found, students shall be given a warning as appropriate. 

10. In school, dormitory or outside, students occasionally fight with others or have an accident, it shall be handled in accordance 

with Chinese law. If the above problems happened, contact UN school responsible person immediately! Due to the consequences 

of the fight, the school will not assume legal responsibility, and it shall be handled in accordance with Chinese law! 

11. UN school is an international Chinese language school. There are students from different countries and ages. 

12. In case of class suspension due to climatic disaster (typhoon, rainstorm, blizzard, etc.) or other force majeure factors,  

the principle is non-refundable. 

No refund will be made to students who have received three warnings within 4 weeks or who have violated the above 

regulations. 

 

※ Before going abroad, please confirm the above contents carefully and sign your agreement. 
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